Category: Safety
Level: Elementary (K-4)
Area of Focus: Being Safe Online and Protecting Private Information
Materials Needed: Links below

Big Idea (What should students remember after the lesson?):
• How should I manage my personal data to maintain privacy and security? How can I keep my passwords safe, and avoid harmful links/sites?

Essential Questions:
• How should I manage my personal data to maintain privacy and security?
• Are my online choices always private? (Awareness of data-collection technology that is used to track navigation online)
• What can I do if any information or image makes me uncomfortable?
• How can I keep my passwords safe, and avoid harmful links/sites?
• How can over-sharing affect my safety?
• How to best use an account/email address to sign up for EVERYTHING you can find... what might you be giving up?

Elementary Classroom Learning Activity:
• Video options for classroom teacher to show (on Youtube)...
• Important!! Please preview these videos before sharing, some of the content is for a more mature school-aged audience and it would be best for the teacher to decide which one is best for his/her students.
  ○ 5 Tips to Stay Safe - safety basics
  ○ Be Share Aware - don’t meet with strangers
  ○ Be Share Aware - don’t share your location
• Conversation Starters:
  ○ What are some things/information we share online (or in apps) that you would consider to be “personal information”? Why might we not want to share some of this with just anyone?
  ○ Why is it a good idea NOT to share too much personal information about yourself online (or in apps)?
○ Do you think it is important to protect your passwords and/or passcodes? Why do you think so?

● Activity:
  ○ Have students develop and share their own, personal Safety Plan with their class. Or, as a class, together write a class Safety Plan. The Safety Plan should include ways students keep their personal information and themselves safe.
  ○ Play this Kahoot: https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/a5d723cf-bb4a-43ec-a07d-176f4f50f186